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Hospital Worker Was Not Qualified Individual Under ADA 

 

 

 

A hospital mammography technologist who suffered numerous epileptic seizures at work, even after her

employer implemented several workplace accommodations, was not a “qualified individual” under the

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled.

In 1993, Capital Region Medical Center (CRMC) hired Andrea Olsen as a mammography technologist. Olsen

operated the radiographic equipment and performed mammograms. She was required to follow all associated

CRMC protocols and safety standards. Olsen’s duties included positioning patients in the mammography

machine, controlling the table movement, collecting specimens, managing paperwork, and addressing the

patients’ physical and psychological needs. 

Between 2004 and 2011, Olsen experienced unpredictable and recurring epileptic seizures while on duty.

Between 2008 and 2010 alone, she had 14 seizures at work. During the seizures, Olsen lost orientation and

muscle control, occasionally stopped breathing, and suffered falls and  numerous injuries, resulting in cuts

and bruises to her face. After a 2008 seizure in which she fell, bit her tongue and cheek, and hit her head, the

CRMC placed Olsen on paid administrative leave so she could consult a neurologist. A few months later, the

neurologist cleared her to return to work, but she had another seizure on the job, resulting in a serious head

injury. Two seizures occurred in front of patients, one of whom was “very shaken” by the episode and filed a

complaint expressing concern for the safety of patients under Olsen’s care. 

CRMC management concluded that Olsen’s seizures presented too significant a risk to Olsen and her

patients and again placed her on paid administrative leave. During her absence the medical facility made

several accommodations to eliminate workplace conditions that triggered her seizures, including removing

mold, installing anti-glare filters on lights, covering X-ray films to reduce brightness, allowing Olsen to wear

sunglasses and having other technicians handle patients. Unfortunately, the facility’s workplace modifications

were not effective in reducing the frequency of Olsen’s seizures.

The CRMC placed Olsen in an alternate position as a temporary file clerk, but after she had two more

seizures, management placed her on unpaid administrative leave. Olsen later notified her employer that a

new medication had her seizures under control. The CRMC offered to reinstate Olsen at her prior pay rate

with full benefits. She rejected the proposal, so the CRMC terminated her.

Olsen filed suit, alleging that the medical center violated the ADA. The trial court ruled in the facility’s favor,

and the appeals court agreed that Olsen was not entitled to relief under the ADA. The 8th Circuit explained

that Olsen was not qualified to be a matechnologist because she could not carry out the essential functions of

the position—even with accommodations—when she was having a seizure. While Olsen was undoubtedly

disabled, the appeals court noted that she still had to prove she was a qualified individual with a disability

under the ADA. The CRMC had not only engaged in the interactive process with Olsen to explore reasonable

accommodations but had implemented a variety of measures to help her perform her job. Even with these

accommodations, Olsen continued to suffer frequent seizures and was, therefore, unable to perform her

essential job functions, including the crucial obligation of ensuring patient safety. The appeals court observed

that Olsen simply could not perform her patient-safety duties when incapacitated by a seizure for an indefinite

period. Accordingly, the appeals court concluded that Olsen could not prove that she was terminated because

of her disability or that the CRMC had otherwise violated the ADA.    

Olsen v. Capital Region Medical Center, 8th Cir., No. 12-2113 (May 7, 2013).

Professional Pointer: This case demonstrates that an employer can potentially shield itself from ADA

liability by exploring a variety of accommodation options—from leave to workplace modifications—when a

disabled employee struggles to perform his or her job.

G. Bryan Adams III is an attorney at Van Hoy, Reutlinger, Adams & Dunn, PLLC, the Worklaw® Network

member firm in Charlotte, N.C.
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